
MTD statement on the Bukele regime’s violations of labor and union rights

Today, we commemorate the fourth year of struggle of the Movement of Fired Workers. Four
years of legal, social, and political struggle, and taking to the streets. Four years of building
alliances and synergy with unions, civil society organizations, and popular movement
organizations, with whom we have joined forces in defense of workers’ rights.

We denounce that, since the Bukele government came into power, they have illegally fired
20,301 people (13,307 in 45 government institutions, 4,444 in 25 ruling party municipalities, and
2,550 in the Legislative Assembly).

We denounce the violations carried out by the ruling party’s officials, which have left thousands
of families with no access to daily sustenance, the Human Rights Ombudsman for failing to
defend the working class, the newly-imposed judges who, in addition to issuing rigged
decisions, have delayed rulings on 80% of the cases that have been brought to the Supreme
Court and the Civil Services Court.

We denounce that Bukele is taking advantage of the State of Exception to persecute and
criminalize defenders of the rights of the working class, and is not respecting union organizing
rights or union leader protections, to which 200 union leaders have fallen victim (146 illegally
fired, 38 suspended, and 16 incarcerated).

The Bukele regime has eliminated 18 government agencies, 9 of which had unions (SITRASIS,
SITRAPRES, SEISDEM, SITRAFISDL, SITRAISNA, SITRACONNA, SOTRAFOPROLYD,
STRAMP, SITINPEP), and 68 union officials were left fired and without any income as their
agencies were erased.

42 union officials have been fired from 5 government agencies (SITRAPEN, SITRADIGME,
SITANSP, STISSS, SITRASEC).

In the Ministry of Public Works and the Ministry of Health, 38 officials belonging to 6 unions
(SIETMOP, SITMOP, SIPROMOP, SITRASALUD, SIGPTEES, SITMSPAS) have been
suspended from their positions.

In the Legislative Assembly and the Solicitor General’s Office, the government has fired 14
officials from the Legislative Assembly Workers Union (SITRAL) and the Solicitor General’s
Office Workers Union (SITRAPGR).

In the Soyapango Mayor’s Office, 22 union officials (SITMUSOY and SITRASOYA) have been
fired.

16 union members have been incarcerated; 5 are officials from SEPIN (National Press Union)
and 11 are from 7 municipalities governed by the national ruling party (SETRAMP, ASTRAM,
SETRAMME, SITRAMUSS, SITRAMUC, SITRASOYA, SITMUSOY). We mourn the death of



José Leonidas Bonilla Torres, a union member from Mejicanos. His death is a “crime against
humanity,” for which the responsible government officials should be charged. We demand the
release of the following union members: Sabino Antonio Ramos Cruz, Giovanni Aguirre López,
and Misael Itamir Gámez, all of whom are defenders of the rights of the working class and
innocent victims who have been criminalized by the Bukele regime.

We call on the more than 300 workers of the National Youth Institute (INJUVE) and the National
Professional Training Institute (INSAFORP), and their respective unions, to demand their right to
a just economic compensation in the face of both institutions’ imminent closures. It is not true
that 100% of them will be absorbed by the Integration Directorate, as we’ve seen with the
examples of DIGESTYC, FOPROLYD, INPEP, etc...

We continue to demand the creation of a Negotiation Roundtable, for the reinstatement of the
people who have been fired.

We call on the unions to demand that the Human Rights Ombudsman speak out against the
violations against union organizing and union leader protections, and that he call for the release
of union members who have been incarcerated and criminalized; and that he bring
corresponding complaints to the International Labor Organization (ILO).

We call on the ILO to request a report from the Salvadoran state on the multiple labor rights
violations denounced by union organizations.




